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ABSTRACT 
Given a matrix A =[aij], define IAl =[laijl]. Let 111. 11) 2 denote the spectral 
norm. We show that for any matrix A 
I1I(AJIII, = min{r,( B)c,(C): B 0 C = A} (1) 
and show that under mild conditions the minimizers in (1) are essentially unique and 
are related to the left and right singular vectors of A in a simple way. We also show 
that 111 A (I( 2 < (11 (A\ ))I2 and determine the case of equality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The spectral norm of A E M,,, is defined by 
III A Ill 2 = m=4lI~ll, : 1~ E C”, ll~lh G 1). 
or, equivalently, 
(1.1) 
Ill A Ill 2 = maxfIly*4 : Y E Cm, ll~lh G 11. (1.2) 
We call a vector that attains the maximum in (1.1) [respectively, (I.2)1 a right 
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[Zef] singular vector of A. If A is nonzero, then such a vector is necessarily 
a unit vector and hence is nonzero. For any matrix A there is a relationship 
between the spectral norm and the spectral radius p( .): 
Ill A III ; = dA*A) = P(M*). 
Define the maximum column length norm c 1(* > and the maximum row length 
norm rl(.) on M,,, by 
cl(A) = max j /F = m~/[a~j]:‘_,j/2 
and 
The maximum column sum norm [II . I([ , and the maximum row sum norm 
111 * ()I_ on M,,, are defined by 
IIIAIIIm~mt~ 2 laijl. 
j=l 
For A=[aij]~ M,,, define IAl =[laijJ]. Given x E C”, define Ix] = 
[]x~]]~=~ as before. If x, y E R” are such that xi Q yi for all i = 1,. . .,n then 
wewrite x<y. 
Using (1.1) and (1.2) one can calculate lower bounds on the spectral norm 
of a matrix. In this section we are interested in upper bounds on the spectral 
norm. 
For any matrix A E M,,, we have the bound 
III A Ill 2 6 \/Ill A III m Ill A Ill 1 (1.3) 
This inequality is sometimes called Schur’s test because it seems to have 
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appeared first in [9]; it is used extensively in bounding the spectral norm of a 
matrix, e.g., see [2]. The bound (1.3) is a special case of 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A E M,,,., and let D E M,,, E E M,, be nonsingu- 
lar and diagonal. Then 
Proof. The norm 111 . 111 1 on M, is submultiplicative, because it is 
induced by the I, norm on C”, and hence the norm l]Xl] E I]) EXE-’ 111 is 
also submultiplicative [3, Theorem 5.6.71. Any submultiplicative norm domi- 
nates the spectral radius [3, Theorem 5.6.91. Combining these two facts about 
the norm I]. 11, we have 
Ill A Ill ’ = d A*A) 
= /A*( DE)( DE)-‘AII 
=[/lEA*(DE)E-‘II/,IlIE(DE)-‘AE-‘I//, 
The bound (1.3) and Proposition 1.1 are special cases of the following 
result, which is itself a special case of the inequality (3.3.8) in [4] (consider 
the left-hand inequality in (3.3.8) using the spectral norm). See [5] for several 
other proofs of Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A, B,C E M,,,. Zf A = B 0 C then 
Ill A III 2 d rdB)cdC). (1.5) 
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To show that Theorem 1.2 implies (1.4), let A, D, E be as in Lemma 1.1. 
Define B = [bijl, C = [c,,] by 
b,,= aijJi&Q&J if aij#O, 
11 
i 0 if aij = 0, 
so that A = B 0 C. Theorem 1.2 now gives 
lIlAIll, ~rdB)c,(C) =IIIDAEIllalllD-lAE-llll,: 
which is (1.4). 
Thus for any A E M,,,,, we have the bounds 
111 A 111 2 < min( rl( B)c,( C) : B 0 C = A} (1.6) 
G min 4111 DAE Illplll D-‘AE-’ I[(, : D, E diagonal . 
1 > 
(1.7) 
Notice that the right-hand side of (1.6) is a function of IAl, so for general 
A E M,,, n one would not expect equality to hoId in (1.6). In the next section 
we will: 
(1) Show that the inequality in (1.7) is always an equality, and that the 
inequahty in (1.6) is an equality if and only if 111 A 111 a = 111 IAl 111 s. 
(2) Find necessary and sufficient conditions on A for the minimizers in 
(1.6) and (1.7) to be unique (up to scaling). 
(3) Determine the minimizers in (1.6) and (1.7). 
2. NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 
We will.need some further definitions and results involving nonnegative 
matrices. We call a matrix A E M, (n > 1) reducible if there is a permutation 
matrix P E M, and positive integers m, and m2 such that m, + mp = n and 
with Aji~M,,, , i=1,2. 
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If A E M, is not reducible, then it is irreducible. The graph of A E M,,., 
denoted I?( A), is the undirected bipartite graph with vertex set {u,, . . . , urn) 
UIU 1,. . . ,v,,} and edge set {uivj : ai, z 0). 
The proofs of the next two results are straightforward and are omitted. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A E M,,, n. 
least one of the following holds: 
Then P(A) is not connected if and only if at 
(1) A has a 0 row. 
(2) A has a 0 column. 
(3) There are permutation matrices P,Q and positive integers mi,ni with 
m, + m2 = m and n1 + n2 = n such that 
with Ai E M,,,,,,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E M, n , be nonnegative. Then the following are equiv- 
alent: 
(1) I’(A) is connected. 
(2) AAT and ATA are both irreducible. 
The lemma is false without the hypothesis A t 0: consider 
A=( -: :). 
The next result can be derived easily from the Perron-Frobenius theorem 
[3, Theorem 8.2.111. The positive vector x in the theorem is the Perron 
vector of A. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A E M, be nonnegative and irreducible. Then there is 
a unique vector x E R” such that 
x > 0, Ax = p(A)x, and cxi=l. 
Furthermore, if y E R” is a nonzero nonnegative vector and Ay = hy, then 
y> 0 and h=p. 
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Combining Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, we have 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A E M,,. by nonnegative, and assume that I’(A) is 
connected. Then A has unique positive left and right (unit) singular vectors. 
Furthermore, any nonnegative left or right singular vector of A must be 
strictly positive. 
The following theorem is of independent interest. 
THEOREM 2.5. For any A E M,,,, 
with equality if and only af there are permutation matrices P, Q and nonnega- 
tive integers mi,ni with m, + m2 = m and n, + n2 = n such that 
with Ai E M,,t,, , i = 1,2, 
and 
(1) III A Ill z = III A, Ill 2, 
(2) T(A,) is connected, and 
(3) there are diagonal unitary matrices D and E such that DA, E = 1 A, 1. 
Proof. Let A E M,“,, and x E C”. Then 
J(Az),J=l~aij~jlG CIaijIIxjI=(IAIIxI)i, 
_i j 
(2.1) 
and hence ll~xll2 < II JAI 1x1 II2 for any x EC”. Thus III A Ill z 6 III JAI Ill 2. 
Now let us consider the case of equality. It is clear that the stated 
conditions are sufficient for equality. If 
then Ill A Ill 2 = m=( Ill A, III 2> Ill 4 Ill dy so it suffices to prove the necessity 
of the conditions when T(A) is connected. 
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Let A E M,,, have a connected graph, and suppose that 111 A 111 a = 
III I4 III 2. Let x EC” b e a unit vector such that lIArlIe = II( A II( 2. Then by 
(2.1) and the definition of 111 IAl I)( a in (1.1) we have 
ill A Ill 2 = IlA~llz =G (((IA1 1x1) 02 G 111 IAl 1112 = 111 A ii! 27 
and hence both inequalities must be equalities. Since llAxl12 = II IAJ 1x1 112, in 
light of (2.1) we must have 
lAxI = I4 1x1. (2.2) 
Since II PI 1x1 II2 = Ill I4 Ill 2> I I x is a (nonzero) right singular of IAl and 
hence, by Corollary 2.4 1x1 > 0. Let D E M, and E E M, be diagonal 
matrices (whose main diagonal entries necessarily have modulus 1) such that 
DAx =IAxl and E-'x=JxJ. 
Then 
and hence (2.2) holds if and only if 
C(DAE)ijJXlj= Cl~ijllxlj, i=l,...,m. (2.3) 
_i _i 
Because 1x1 > 0 and I( DAE),,I = laijl, it follows from (2.3) and the triangle 
inequality that DAE 2 0 and hence DAE = (Al. n 
Notice that the nonnegativity of both ATA and AAT is not suffkient to 
guarantee that I([ A 111 2 = I)( IAl I() a. Consider 
A=( -: :). 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let A E M,,,, be a nonnegative matrix whose graph is 
connected. Then 
I]) A )]I a = min{ rl( B)c,( C) : B 0 C = A} (2.4) 
=min{rr(B)c,(C):B,C&O, BoC=A, r,(B)=c,(C)}. (2.5) 
Furthermore, there is a unique pair B,C that attains the minimum in (2.5); it 
is given by 
(2.6) 
where u E R’;’ and v E R; are the unique positive (unit 1 left and right 
singular vectors of A. 
Proof. Let A E M,,,. be a nonnegative matrix whose graph is con- 
nected. In order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that 
Ill A III i = min{r?(B)cf(C): B,C> 0, BoC = A, rl(B) = cl(C)} (2.7) 
and that the minimization problem in (2.7) has a unique solution given by 
(2.6), since it is clear that the minimization problems in (2.5) and (2.7) have 
the same set of solutions. 
A standard compactness argument shows that the minimum in (2.7) 
exists. Let the minimum be p2, and let B,C attain the minimum. It is clear 
that if aij = 0 then we may set bij = cjj = 0 and still have an optimal solution 
to the minimization problem in (2.7). Later we will show that at any optimal 
solution we must have bjj = cij = 0 whenever aji = 0. The problem 
min t:aij>O, 
i 
c qj-t<O, c s-t<0 
i 
(2.8) 
j:uLj>O i:a,,>O "ij 
results from (2.7) on solving for cij and changing variables. It has the value 
/3, which is attained at “ij = bit, and t = /3. Notice that the only pairs i, j 
that occur in this problem are those with aij > 0. 
If one takes aij = I for each i, j, and t to be sufficiently large, then all 
the inequalities in (2.8) hold with strict inequality. That is, the Slater 
constraint qualification holds [lo, 6.6.41. Thus, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
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conditions are necessary and sufficient for optimality in this convex program 
[lo, 6.6.51. They are 
a?. 
j-ji - 25. = 0, 
cu?. J i,j with aij> 0, 
tJ 
l- Qij- &jj=o, 
t j 
iii ( c cqj-p)=o i=l,...,m, 
j:aii>O 
iii 2 0, i=l ,...,m, 
fij > 0, j=l ,...> n. 
It is seen that these conditions are equivalent to 
a&. 
g - 112;2 = 0, 
a?. J i, j with aij > 0, 
IJ 
(2.9) 
l-&+&;=o, (2.10) 
E .i 
244 ( C ajj-/3)=0, i=l,..., m, (2.11) 
j:alj>O 
(2.12) 
If ui = 0 for any i, then (2.9) implies that oj = 0 for every j for which 
aij > 0. Because the graph of A is connected, if ui = 0 for any i or vj = 0 for 
any j, then u = 0 and v = 0. However, this would contradict (2.10). It follows 
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that u > 0; the same argument shows that o > 0. The complementarity 
conditions (2.11) and (2.12) now give 
C cxij-p=O i=l,...,m, (2.13) 
j:a,,>O 
j=l,...,n. (2.14) 
i:a,,>O “ij 
The relations (2.13) and (2.14) state that if B, C attain the minimum in (2.5), 
then each row of B and column of C has the same length @. If all the 
entries of A are strictly positive, then one can come to this conclusion 
directly from (2.5) by a simple perturbation argument. In the general case in 
which A > 0 and I’(A) is connected, a more complicated perturbation 
argument still works. In either case, one still has to derive (2.9) to continue, 
so neither approach seems clearly superior to the other. 
We will now show that b,, = cij = 0 whenever aij = 0. If bio j, # 0 for 
some i,,j, with ai j, = 0, then (2.13) and the fact that cyij = bI?, give 
r,(B) > C Ibioj12 > C Ibioj12 +lbioj,12 > C c~i,j =p. 
j j:oi,, > 0 J'nsoj> 0 
However, we have assumed that r i( B) = p. Thus, whenever ajj = 0 we have 
bjj = 0; a similar argument using (2.14) shows that cij = 0 as well. 
Next we will show (2.9)-(2.14) imply (2.6) by showing that if U, c, (Y, 1 
satisfy (2.9)-(2.14) th en u and z, are uniquely determined and hence, using 
(2.9), so are oij for i, j with aij z 0. 
Substituting (2.9) into (2.13) and (2.14) gives 
p= c a~jvj_~~, i = l,...,m, 
j:ai,>O ui j 1 
p= c aij”i_~~~, 
j=l ,...,n, 
j:uij>O ‘j j 1 
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or, equivalently, 
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1 
ui = - Caijuj, 
p .i 
i=l,...,m, 
1 
vj = - Caijui, 
P i 
j=l ,...,n. 
Now eliminate vj to give 
ui=--Ea.. Ca .u i2 j tj( k kJ k)z+~(~aijakj)uk~ 
that is, 
Thus, u > 0 is an eigenvector of the irreducible nonnegative matrix AAT and 
hence must be multiple of the Perron vector of AAr, or, equivalently, it must 
be a positive multiple of the positive left singular vector of A, and p2 must 
be the spectral radius of AAT. That is, 
P’=P(Am = lIlAIll; 
which establishes (2.7). Similarly, o must be a positive multiple of the 
positive left singular vector of A. 
All that remains to be shown is that if u and o are the positive left and 
right singular vectors of A, and if B and C are defined by (2.6), then 
r I( B) = c,(C). Because the positive left and right singular vectors of A are 
unique (Corollary 2.41, we have 
Av = Ill A Ill ~1141~ 
ll4lz u 
and 
Au = III A Ill zIl4Iz 
ll4lz v. 
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A simple computation now shows that, for B and C given by (2.61, the 
columns of BT all have squared Euclidean length 
while those of C have squared length 
Ill A Ill ~lbllz 
lbllz . 
Thus, r,(B) = c,(C) if and only if llu)ls = ~~o~~~. n 
An alternate proof of (2.4) would be to prove Theorem 1.2 first, then 
show, by direct computation, that (2.6) gives B and C for which equality 
holds. The hypothesis that r(A) is connected ensures that A has positive left 
and right singular vectors. However, this method would not yield the 
uniqueness of the solution. 
From the form of the solution (2.6) and the inequality in line (1.7) we 
have 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A EM,,, ,, be a nonnegative matrix whose graph is 
connected. Then 
III A Ill 2 = min (\/Ill DAE lllmlll D-‘AE-‘III, : 
D E M,,, > E E M, are diagonal and nonsingular > 
Furthermore, diagonal matrices D and E attain the minimum on the right-hand 
side if and only if there are positive constants s and t such that 
ldiil=su;‘, i=l,..., m, lejj(=tvjj, j=l,..., n, 
where u and v are the positive left and right singular vectors of A. 
Let us now consider the implications of Theorem 2.6 for general matrices. 
We first lift the assumption that I’(A) is connected, and then the assumption 
that A is nonnegative. 
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For any matrix A, with no zero rows or columns, there are permutation 
matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ = AreA,@ . . . @A, 
and each Aj has a connected graph. In this case 
III A III 1 = max I III Ai Ill 21 a 
so if A is nonnegative, one can find 111 A II( a by applying Theorem 2.6 to each 
Ai. The assumption that A has a connected graph does not seriously limit the 
. . 
apphcabdity of Theorem 2.6. 
For a general A E M,,,, ,, , the right-hand side of (2.5) depends only on lA(, 
so one cannot hope that (2.5) h 0 s or Id. f g eneral, not necessarily nonnegative, 
matrices. However, we do have an upper bound on 111 A II( 2. 
COROLLARY 2.8. For any A E M,,,,,, we have 
III A III 2 G 111 I4 i1i2 = midr,(B)c,(C> : B o C = A). (2.15) 
If A is bidiagonal, then there are diagonal unitary matrices D, E such 
that DAE is nonnegative; hence, using Theorem 2.5, one can see that 
111 A 111 2 = 11) (Al (I( 2. If, in addition, A is square and nonsingular, then one 
can find diagonal unitary matrices D, E such that the main-diagonal entries 
of DAE are positive and the superdiagonal entries of DAE are nonpositive. 
Using the Neumann series for (I - B)-’ [3, Corollary 5.6.161, one can show 
that E-‘A-‘D-’ =(DAE)-’ is nonnegative, and hence, by Theorem 2.5 
again, 111 A-’ )(I a = 111 IA-r1 111 a. An upper bound on the spectral norm of 
A-’ would be useful in bounding the condition number of A. Many 
algorithms for computing the singular-value decomposition of a matrix first 
bidiagonalize the matrix (e.g., Algorithm 8.3.2 in [l]). Corollary 2.8 may be of 
some use in the implementation of such an algorithm, though of course the 
algorithm computes all the singular values of the matrix, while Corollary 2.8 
deals only with the largest. 
From (2.8), one can see that for any entrywise nonnegative matrix A 
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g(a) =max 
ri 
max 
i = 4( 
ff 1.l ’ 
j:a,jOO 
mj” C 5 . 
i:a,,>O “ij 
11 
As the maximum of a finite number of convex functions, g is convex and 
B-differentiable, a property that is stronger than directional differentiability; 
see [7] for the definition. Using these properties of g, we have implemented 
the ideas in [7] to produce an algorithm for )I] A ])I 2 that is globally quadrati- 
cally convergent. Our current implementation does not exploit the consider- 
able structure of the indicated discrete minimax problem, and consequently 
it is not competitive with standard algorithms. 
3. RELATED RESULTS 
We have already mentioned the inequalities 
and 
Ill A Ill 2 G \/ Ill DAE III 1 III D- ‘AE-’ Ill m 
A result of the same form as (2.5) that also involves the Hadamard 
product is 
]]A]]H=min(r,(B)c,(C):BC=A}, (3.1) 
where 1). ]]n denotes the Hadamard-product operator norm defined on M,,, 
by 
llAllH = maxI III A o X Ill 2 : III X Ill 2 G 1, X E NFL,.). 
For a proof of (3.1) see [B, Section 7.71. 
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There are many extremal representations of the spectral radius of an 
irreducible nonnegative matrix A. For example [3, 81.311, 
P(A) = max min -L 2 aijxj. 
x>o l<iGn x ._ P J-1 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
One can prove analogous formulae for 
matrix A that has a connected graph: 
the spectral norm of a nonnegative 
Ill A Ill 2 = min 
r,y>O 
The identity (3.4) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.7. Both (3.4) 
and (3.5) can be proved directly using techniques similar to those used to 
prove (3.2) and (3.3). 
Theorem 2.5 is an analog for the spectral norm of the following result 
about the spectral radius due to Wielandt [ll] (see [3, Theorem 8.4.51 or 
[6, Theorem 11.2.11). 
THEOREM 3.1. For any A E M, 
lf A is irreducible, then equality holds if and only if there is a diagonal 
unitary D E M, and a complex scalar CY such that Ial = 1 and 
IA] = CUDAD-‘. 
We have shown that many results obtained for the spectral norm of a 
nonnegative matrix with a connected graph are analogs of results for the 
spectral radius of an irreducible nonnegative matrix. We have also observed 
that a nonnegative matrix A has a connected graph if and only if both ATA 
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and AAT are irreducible. One may wonder whether the results we have 
obtained for the spectral norm can be derived easily from the corresponding 
results for the spectral radius. This does not seem to be the case, because the 
nonnegativity of both ATA and AAT does not guarantee that 111 A 111 2 = 
III IAI IlIz. 
I am g-at&U to Professor Roger Horn for his careful reading of this paper. 
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